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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“JPR Systems to Represent HAWK Level Measurement Instrumentation”
Expanded portfolio of products offers customers quality solutions for process measurement applications

August 17, 2021 - Brea, California -- JPR Systems, a leading manufacturers representative of process
measurement equipment, is proud to announce they have partnered with Hawk Measurement (HAWK) to
represent their line of high-quality level measurement products to customers in California and Nevada.

Continuous level measurement requires precision for everything from EPA reporting in municipalities to
maximizing the profitability of a facility. HAWK has designed and developed several measurement
technologies that meet and exceed the needs of any process application. Specializing in both continuous and
point level detection, HAWK's equipment can measure even the most difficult process conditions.
“JPR Systems is very excited to be representing the quality portfolio of point and liquid level measurement
instruments from HAWK. These products fit perfectly with the markets we serve and allow us to offer
solutions to help improve customers processes and meet their industrial measurement goals”, states Geoff
Wickens, Sales Manager for JPR Systems.
"We are very excited to partner with JPR Systems on the West Coast. The union of HAWK’s innovative
technologies, and JPR Systems’ technical capabilities along with their customer relationships, is a winning
combination”, said Jack Evans, President of HAWK.
“Our partnership with JPR Systems is the exhilarating move we have been looking for on the West Coast for
years. To say we are excited is an understatement. JPR Systems provides our customers with the level of support
and service, knowledge, and integrity they expect. HAWK provides a deep offering of technology driven solutions
supported by knowledgeable support staff and management. We expect great things for the JPR Systems and
HAWK alliance”, states Dave Grumney, VP of Sales for HAWK.

For more information, please call JPR Systems at 800.478.1002 or email info@jprsystems.com
About HAWK
Hawk Measurement (HAWK), a world leader in level, positioning, asset monitoring and flow measurement
technology, provides cutting-edge equipment and complete solutions to the global industrial market. Established
in 1988, HAWK has won several prestigious awards for their breakthrough technologies. Some of these
technologies include Acoustic Wave, Ultrasonic, Microwave, Radar, and Fiber Optic Sensing. For over 30 years,
HAWK has successfully solved difficult liquid and solid applications in a wide range of industries including mining
and mineral processing, water supply & wastewater, oil & gas, bulk material handling, chemical, power, cement,
pulp and paper, and food & beverage. HAWK is committed to providing best-in-class products, services and
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technologies that will have unsurpassed value for their customers. HAWK currently has two manufacturing
facilities, headquarters in Melbourne, Australia and the USA manufacturing facility in Medina, Ohio.
For more information, please visit www.hawkmeasurement.com

About JPR Systems
JPR Systems is a leading manufacturers representative that offers best-in-class process measurement equipment
to a variety of industries on the West Coast. Our partnership with leading industry manufacturers allows us to offer
an expansive portfolio of quality products, short deliveries and excellent factory service and support. With years
of technical experience, our mission is to recommend the best solution for your measurement, automation, and
analytical needs. For more information, visit www.jprsystems.com
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